We are hiring!

Romemu seeks energetic, experienced, reliable, and dedicated teachers for our Seekers Holistic Hebrew School. Candidates must be proficient in Hebrew and be passionate about Jewish life and learning. Classes run Mondays from 4-6pm followed by monthly teacher professional development following. Undergraduate degree preferred.

Seekers Holistic Hebrew School provides a holistic approach to prepare children and their families to have an elevated Jewish life. We help students ages 5 to 13 cultivate a deep love for Jewish tradition through building their skills, sparking their curiosity and engaging their spirit with experiential learning, prayer, music, and movement. Students of all backgrounds, cultures, and gender identities are welcome.

Romemu is a Jewish spiritual community based on Manhattan’s Upper West Side. Our progressive, inclusive community combines traditional Jewish scholarship and prayer with deep spirituality, expressed through music, mindfulness, study and tikkun olam.

Please submit a resume with a cover letter to youthandfamily@romemu.org.